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BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Trends of computed tomography utilization in an emergency 
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Lin, Tzu-Chieh; How, Chorng-Kuang; Wang, Chen-Yu; Tsai, Jeffrey 
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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Yunsong YU 
Sir Run Run Shaw Hospital, Hangzhou, China 

REVIEW RETURNED 20-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS In the manuscript entitled "Trend of computed tomography utilization 
among adult visits in emergency department in Taiwan: impact on 
patient disposition and outcomes." (bmjopen-2015-010973) , Dr. Hu 
et al attempt to assess the utilization of CT for ED visits in a Taiwan 
emergency department and patients’ disposition and outcomes 
between 2008-2013. It was a large retrospective study with some 
detailed information of ED visitors and demonstrated that CT 
utilizations for ED visits increased steadily from 2008 to 2013 
although annual visit volume was relatively stable and the elevated 
CT usage was correlated with prolonged ED length of stay and not 
increasing admission rates. Nevertheless, the findings were very 
similar with that by Zhou et al from China, which was published in 
Plos One in 2012. Moreover, I had a few observations that should be 
addressed.  
 
1. some important patients’ baseline information should be provided 
as to help the readers to have a more clear imagination of the 
patients included in the study. Such as the patients’ diagnostic 
categories, whether the patient was a surgical, medical, or trauma 
patients. Theoretically, patients with trauma or abdominal complains 
may have higher chance to have CT scans compared to patients 
presented with fatigue or just fever and cough. Also, some 
information of the CT order could be helpful to explore the 
underlying reasons for the motivation for CT utilization. For example, 
some junior physicians tend to prescribe more CT scans given their 
limited clinical experience and diagnostic uncertainty. Likewise, 
patients presented in rush hours may tend to be a higher possibility 
to receive CT because the physicians may think a prompt screen 
may expedite the throughput of emergency department visits.  
2. In Fig 4 which delineated the annual trend of association between 
ED CT utilization and subsequent ward admission rate. The 
relationship may should be statistically tested because if the CT use 
could spare a patient from an unnecessary admission. Then the CT 
scan was worthful.  
3. In the discussion, the authors may provide some suggestions to 
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cut the most unnecessary CT utilizations in their emergency 
departments. 

 

REVIEWER Carl Berdahl 
Department of Emergency Medicine, Los Angeles County + 
University of Southern California Medical Center, United States 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a descriptive retrospective study using a large hospital 
database, finding that CT utilization increased over time in their 
hospital in Taiwan. The investigators also cite statistics regarding 
length of stay, ED disposition, and cost. They surmise that some CT 
scans performed in the ED may not be truly emergent studies, and 
that nonclinical factors such as patient preference may play a role.  
 
The most interesting finding, I think, is that admission rate declines 
while CT rate increases. This suggests to me that CTs done in the 
ED may be preventing admission (e.g. CT may obviate the need for 
observation of abdominal pain or head trauma patients); or the ED 
population might be becoming less sick over time (though acuity 
stays relatively constant); or that there may be other improving 
outpatient resources that are making hospitalization less necessary. 
Also, interestingly, the length of stay in the ED is much longer than 
average LOS in most western countries.  
 
Overall comments:  
 
1. Change the title. You cannot make any conclusions about 
imaging’s impact on disposition and outcomes based on your 
retrospective data. At best, you can investigate associations.  
2. In the background section, add a paragraph about the Taiwanese 
health system and how it differs from other western health systems.  
3. In the discussion, comment more on how CT may affect length of 
stay and admission rates. I think this could be a fascinating 
discussion.  
4. You need a native English speaker to correct the final version. 
There are minor grammatical errors throughout that make the paper 
difficult to read.  
5. I do not see why you have included cost in this paper. Cost seem 
superfluous to the rest of the paper’s content.  
 
Line by line comments:  
 
Page 3, line 3. Again, you are not investigating the impact on 
disposition or outcomes. You may have enough information to say 
that you are looking for associations between changing imaging 
practices and disposition or outcomes.  
Page 3, line 4. Be more specific about the hospital. Is it in a large 
urban area? How big is it? Etc. We need at least a few words here to 
describe it  
Page 3, line 8. Reword (3). I suggest: “whether CT was performed 
and the type of CT scan”  
Page 3, line 18. Reword this. Consider: “Emergency physicians may 
be using CT for nonemergent studies in the ED. Further 
investigation will be needed to determine whether increasing CT 
utilization is efficient or cost-effective.”  
Page 5, line 6. Include references about cost, radiation exposure, 
contrast allergies, and CIN. Also mention the impact of incidental 
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findings.  
Page 7, line 1. How many visits were excluded because of lack of 
data?  
Page 7, line 4. How long is the wait to obtain an ordered CT? Does it 
make length of stay much longer?  
Page 8, line 15-16. How do we know that head CTs were ordered in 
the setting of nonspecific complaints and normal neurological 
exams? Did you really review charts for all study participants? If so, 
this should be included in your methods. Or is this from a prior 
paper? If so, please give a reference.  
Page 8, line 18. What is an occluded infection survey? Do you mean 
fever of unknown origin?  
Page 8, line 23. Be careful regarding the tone of your opinion that 
some CTs are unnecessary. Does anecdotal evidence support this? 
It might be more appropriate to say “nonclinical factors may be 
influencing physician decision-making” or something similar.  
Table 3. Remove the noncontrast lines from head CT and C-spine 
CT. this makes adding up the values in the columns confusing, and 
it doesn't seem necessary (since you have a separate contrast CT 
set of rows).  
Figures 1 & 2. This figure is hard to interpret because baseline 
frequencies of CT utilization are so different. Redo these figures 
using odds ratios for CT frequency, using 2009 values as 1 for all 
types of CT. For instance, head CT odds ratio would be 1 in 2009, 
1.23 in 2010, and 1.54 in 2013. This would make it clear that 
utilization increased by 54 percent from 2009 to 2013.  
Figure 3. There is a lot of wasted space at the bottom of the figure. 
Make the Y axis start at around 40. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

  

#Reviewer: 1  

In the manuscript entitled "Trend of computed tomography utilization among adult visits in emergency 

department in Taiwan: impact on patient disposition and outcomes." (bmjopen-2015-010973), Dr. Hu 

et al. attempt to assess the utilization of CT for ED visits in a Taiwan emergency department and 

patients’ disposition and outcomes between 2008 and 2013. It was a large retrospective study with 

some detailed information of ED visitors and demonstrated that CT utilizations for ED visits increased 

steadily from 2008 to 2013 although annual visit volume was relatively stable and the elevated CT 

usage was correlated with prolonged ED length of stay and not increasing admission rates. 

Nevertheless, the findings were very similar with that by Zhou et al from China, which was published 

in PLoS One in 2012. Moreover, I had a few observations that should be addressed.  

 

1. Some important patients’ baseline information should be provided as to help the readers to have a 

more clear imagination of the patients included in the study. Such as the patients’ diagnostic 

categories, whether the patient was a surgical, medical, or trauma patients. Theoretically, patients 

with trauma or abdominal complains may have higher chance to have CT scans compared to patients 

presented with fatigue or just fever and cough.  

Also, some information of the CT order could be helpful to explore the underlying reasons for the 

motivation for CT utilization. For example, some junior physicians tend to prescribe more CT scans 

given their limited clinical experience and diagnostic uncertainty. Likewise, patients presented in rush 

hours may tend to be a higher possibility to receive CT because the physicians may think a prompt 

screen may expedite the throughput of emergency department visits.  

Response:  

Our ED visits were divided into the following four categories: internal medicine, trauma, obstetrics, 
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and pediatrics. Throughout the study period, there were 73.7% of internal medicine, 22.7% of trauma, 

and 3.6% of obstetrics. The text above was added to the revised manuscript. [Revised MS: Page 9, 

line 5 - line 7]  

 

Also, as advised by the reviewer, we added more discussion on the underlying reasons for the 

motivation of ED CT utilization. We cited the article of Zhou et al in 2012 which was an important 

study in this field. The added text was the following: In our opinion, nonclinical factors may be 

influencing physicians’ decision-making of CT utilization. Therefore, CTs were ordered at the ED 

physicians’ discretion sometimes, as they would like to be sure of the clinical condition of ED visits, 

even in cases where there is only minimal uncertainty. There were some important reasons 

associated with the orders of ED CT scans. For example, some junior physicians tended to order 

more CT scans to compensate their limited clinical experience in diagnostic uncertainty. Likewise, the 

ED visits presented in rush hours may tend to have a higher possibility to receive CT scans because 

the physicians may think that a prompt screen could expedite the throughput of ED visits. [1] [Revised 

MS: Page 12, line 2 - line 9]  

 

2. In Fig 4 which delineated the annual trend of association between ED CT utilization and 

subsequent ward admission rate. The relationship may be statistically tested if the CT use could 

spare a patient from an unnecessary admission. Then the CT scan was worthwhile.  

Response:  

Thanks for the comment from the reviewer.  

To statistically test the relationship between the annual ED CT utilization rate and the subsequent 

admission rate after ED CT utilization which was delineated in Figure 4, the Pearson's correlation 

analysis was conducted. And it showed a strongly negative correlation between the two trends (r = -

0.778, P <0.001). That is, the ED CT utilization rate increased annually, however, the admission rate 

after ED CT utilization declined. [Revised MS: Page 11, line 3 - line 6]  

 

3. In the discussion, the authors may provide some suggestions to cut the most unnecessary CT 

utilizations in their emergency departments.  

Response:  

The following discussion was added to the manuscript as advised by the reviewer: We provided some 

suggestions to reduce the nonemergent utilization ED CT scans. First, ED CT scans must be utilized 

fitting the criteria after detailed history-taking with precise physical examination. Second, educated 

patients and explained the risks of CT scans, including allergy to contrast medium, CIN and long-term 

effects of radiation exposure, such as thyroid disorders and malignancy. Third, senior physicians 

should take the responsibility for auditing the orders of CT scans by junior physicians in ED. [Revised 

MS: Page 14, line 16 - Page 15, line 2]  

 

#Reviewer: 2  

This is a descriptive retrospective study using a large hospital database, finding that CT utilization 

increased over time in their hospital in Taiwan. The investigators also cite statistics regarding length 

of stay, ED disposition, and cost. They surmise that some CT scans performed in the ED may not be 

truly emergent studies, and non-clinical factors, such as patient preference, may play a role.  

 

The most interesting finding, I think, is that admission rate declines while CT rate increases. This 

suggests to me that CTs done in the ED may be preventing admission (e.g. CT may obviate the need 

for observation of abdominal pain or head trauma patients); or the ED population might be becoming 

less sick over time (though acuity stays relatively constant); or that there may be other improving 

outpatient resources that are making hospitalization less necessary. Also, interestingly, the length of 

stay in the ED is much longer than average LOS in most western countries.  

 

Overall comments:  
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1. Change the title. You cannot make any conclusions about imaging’s impact on disposition and 

outcomes based on your retrospective data. At best, you can investigate associations.  

Response:  

The title had been changed as the advice of the reviewer to “Trend of computed tomography 

utilization in an emergency department associated with change of image practice and patients’ 

disposition: a hospital-based 5-year retrospective study in Taiwan”.  

 

2. In the background section, add a paragraph about the Taiwanese health system and how it differs 

from other western health systems.  

Response:  

The major difference of ED utilization in Taiwan from the Western countries was that ED physicians in 

Taiwan not only treated referral patients from other hospitals or patients with emergent conditions, 

and even patients who visited on their will with nonemergent problems such as acute upper 

respiratory infection or acute gastroenteritis. Also, the National Health Insurance system of Taiwan 

covered the fee of laboratory, radiology and clinical management of ED course except for the fee of 

registration (about $23 in EDs of medical centers). So, the EDs in Taiwan were frequently crowded 

and the model of medical practice was thereafter different from the Western countries, including the 

utilization of ED CT. We added the above text to the section of background as advised by the 

reviewer. [Revised MS: Page 6, line 14 - Page 7, line 2]  

 

3. In the discussion, comment more on how CT may affect length of stay and admission rates. I think 

this could be a fascinating discussion.  

Response:  

Thanks for the reminder of reviewer.  

First, the Pearson's correlation analysis was conducted and it showed a highly negative correlation 

between the two trends (r = -0.778, P <0.001) in the Figure 4. That is, the overall rate of annual ED 

CT utilization had markedly increased during the 5-year study period, but the subsequent admission 

rate among ED visits with CT utilization did not increase accordingly. On the other hand, the 

subsequent admission rate declined year by year. The Pearson's correlation analysis showed a 

strongly negative correlation (r = -0.778, P <0.001) between the two trends of ED CT utilization and 

subsequent admission rates in Figure 4. There were two explanations for the negative correlation. 

First, ED CT was overused. We supposed that the patients were ill enough to be taken CT studies; 

however, a large number of these patients were discharged later. It might mean that we used CT 

scans more and more as screen tools. Second, ED CT reduced the necessity of admission in certain 

conditions. For example, some patients with head injury who did not have the necessity of admission 

for observation of neurological condition might benefit from CT scans. In our ED, the annual ED visits 

remained in a stable number and the ratio of hospital admission and ED visits (25.6% in 2009, 26.6% 

in 2010, 25.1% in 2011, 25.0% in 2012, and 24.5% in 2013) also remained in a stable trend. 

However, the increasing utilization of ED CTs was unparalleled with the numbers of ED visits. So, we 

inferred that there was a large proportion of ED visits receiving CT scans for the rapid screen. We did 

not blame the utilization of ED CT scans, but we would like to raise the concerns of reducing 

unnecessary scans. We added the above text to the section of discussion as advised by the reviewer. 

[Revised MS: Page 13, line 1 - Page 13, line 13]  

Second, about the association between ED CT utilization and ED length of stay (LOS). We conducted 

additional univariate and multivariate logistic regressions and found that ED LOS was strongly 

associated with ED CT utilization. The results were similar to the study of Zhou et al in 2012. We 

further calculated the waiting time of ED CT, and found that our ED visits needed to wait for a median 

of 1.62 hours to obtain a CT scan. However, the median ED LOS for visits with ED CT utilization was 

19.64 hours which was significantly longer than those without ED CT utilization (4.59 hours). That is, 

the time of waiting for a CT scan was not a major component of LOS for the ED visits with CT 

utilization. So, we inferred that there were two possible explanations on the association between the 

long ED LOS and CT utilization: (1) the ED was crowded and the ED visits were difficult in 
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hospitalization. Because of the long ED LOS, some advanced examinations, such as CT scans, were 

done ahead in the ED; (2) Because of ED crowded, so the ED visits had a prolonged ED LOS. At that 

time, ED physicians might order a CT scan to make a rapid screen for the patients who needed 

prolonged observation in ED.  

As reminded by the reviewer, many nonclinical factors may be influencing the physicians’ decision-

making in ED CT utilization. In this study, we mainly focused on the discussion of the association 

between the trend of ED CT utilization and patients’ disposition. So, we only added the first part of 

discussion to the revised manuscript to avoid redundancy. We had attached the table about the first 

discussion in the following, and only for the reference of the reviewer.  

 

4. You need a native English speaker to correct the final version. There are minor grammatical errors 

throughout that make the paper difficult to read.  

Response:  

We had consulted a native English speaker to make a professional copyediting for our manuscript. 

We hope that the revisions could meet the editor’s standard.  

 

5. I do not see why you have included cost in this paper. Cost seem superfluous to the rest of the 

paper’s content.  

Response:  

The charge of ED utilization (or emergency resource utilization) including advanced image studies in 

Taiwan was much cheaper than that in the Western countries. It was also a major reason of overuse 

of ED CT scans, so we therefore made some discussion on it. Some associated discussions about 

the cost were also added to the revised manuscript.  

Thanks for the reminder of the reviewer, we would make the discussion precise and avoid 

redundancy in our manuscript.  

 

Line by line comments:  

Page 3, line 3. Again, you are not investigating the impact on disposition or outcomes. You may have 

enough information to say that you are looking for associations between changing imaging practices 

and disposition or outcomes.  

Response:  

We had revised the objective of the abstract into the following: To investigate the association between 

the trend of computed tomography (CT) utilization in an emergency department (ED) and change in 

clinical imaging practice and patients’ disposition. [Revised MS: Page 3, line 2 - line 4]  

 

Page 3, line 4. Be more specific about the hospital. Is it in a large urban area? How big is it? Etc. We 

need at least a few words here to describe it  

Response:  

We had added more descriptions about our ED as the following: A hospital-based retrospective 

observational study of a 1,520-bed referral public medical center in Taiwan. [Revised MS: Page 3, line 

5 - line 6]  

 

Page 3, line 8. Reword (3). I suggest: “whether CT was performed and the type of CT scan”  

Response:  

Corrected as advised.  

 

Page 3, line 18. Reword this. Consider: “Emergency physicians may be using CT for non-emergent 

studies in the ED. Further investigation will be needed to determine whether increasing CT utilization 

is efficient or cost-effective.”  

Response:  

Corrected as advised.  
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Page 5, line 6. Include references about cost, radiation exposure, contrast allergies, and CIN. Also 

mention the impact of incidental findings.  

Response:  

We had included more references as advised by the reviewer. And we also added some discussions 

on the incidental findings of CT scan. [Revised MS: Page 6, line 5 - line 8]  

 

Page 7, line 1. How many visits were excluded because of lack of data?  

Response:  

There were a total of 288 ED visits being excluded from the study because of incomplete data. The 

above information was added to the revised manuscript as advised by the reviewer. [Revised MS: 

Page 9, line 3]  

 

Page 7, line 4. How long is the wait to obtain an ordered CT? Does it make length of stay much 

longer?  

Response:  

The visits in our ED needed to wait for a median of 1.62 hours to obtain a CT scan. The median ED 

length of stay (LOS) for visits with ED CT utilization was 19.64 hours which was significantly longer 

than those without ED CT utilization (4.59 hours). That is, the time of waiting for a CT scan was not a 

major component of LOS for the ED visits with CT utilization. The above information was added to the 

revised manuscript as advised by the reviewer. [Revised MS: Page 9, line 10 - line 13]  

 

Page 8, line 15-16. How do we know that head CTs were ordered in the setting of nonspecific 

complaints and normal neurological exams? Did you really review charts for all study participants? If 

so, this should be included in your methods. Or is this from a prior paper? If so, please give a 

reference.  

Response:  

Thanks for the reminder of the reviewer. We had cited associated references to enhance our 

argument. [2-5]  

 

Page 8, line 18. What is an occluded infection survey? Do you mean fever of unknown origin?  

Response:  

We had corrected as advised by the reviewer as “fever of unknown origin”.  

 

Page 8, line 23. Be careful regarding the tone of your opinion that some CTs are unnecessary. Does 

anecdotal evidence support this? It might be more appropriate to say “nonclinical factors may be 

influencing physician decision-making” or something similar.  

Response:  

Corrected as advised. [Revised MS: Page 12, line 2 - line 3]  

 

Table 3. Remove the noncontrast lines from head CT and C-spine CT. this makes adding up the 

values in the columns confusing, and it doesn't seem necessary (since you have a separate contrast 

CT set of rows).  

Response:  

The table was corrected as advised.  

 

Figures 1 & 2. This figure is hard to interpret because baseline frequencies of CT utilization are so 

different. Redo these figures using odds ratios for CT frequency, using 2009 values as 1 for all types 

of CT. For instance, head CT odds ratio would be 1 in 2009, 1.23 in 2010, and 1.54 in 2013. This 

would make it clear that utilization increased by 54 percent from 2009 to 2013.  

Response:  

We had re-done the figure 1 and figure 2 as advised.  
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Figure 3. There is a lot of wasted space at the bottom of the figure. Make the Y axis start at around 

40.  

Response:  

We had re-done the figure 3 as advised.  
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER YU, yunsong 
Sir Run Run Shaw Hospital, Zhejiang University school of medicine 

REVIEW RETURNED 08-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thanks for the revisision made by the authors and I think the article 
has been substantially improved.  
 
However, there are several minor points shoud be adressed as 
follow.  
1. As to whether the waiting time for the CT scan is the only effect 
under the request of CT orders? As the authors put in the authors 
responses to the comments and the revision, " We further calculated 
the waiting time of ED CT, and found that our ED visits needed to 
wait for a median of 1.62 hours to obtain a CT scan. However, the 
median ED LOS for visits with ED CT utilization was 19.64 hours 
which was significantly longer than those without ED CT utilization 
(4.59 hours). That is, the time of waiting for a CT scan was not a 
major component of LOS for the ED visits with CT utilization." Other 
factors prolonged the ED los associated with the CT utilization for 
ED visitors should also be noticed. Such as the time waiting in the 
ED for the final reports, although the result is general required to be 
accessible within 30 mins. Moreover, some subquently consultants 
on the demand or the push of the patients or family after the CT 
(especially with some minor or not critical findings) will alsp prolong 
the patients' length of stay in the emergency department.  
 
2. There are some errors in Table 3. Please carefully copyedit the 
manuscript.  
 
3. For the Figure4. Given you are exploring the relationship between 
the percentages of ED visitors with CT utilization and whether they 
are admitted, to present the data of percentage of all ED visitors, not 
just visitors with CT, in the other column may be much appropriate. 

 

REVIEWER Carl Berdahl 
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Los Angeles County + University of Southern California Department 
of Emergency Medicine, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 05-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The manuscript is substantially improved after this revision. The 
readability of the paper my main concern at this time, but I feel that 
with a rewritten version of a couple of paragraphs the manuscript will 
be publishable.  
 
Specific comments:  
1. The title is awkward as written. I suggest "Trends in computed 
tomography utilization in Taiwan's emergency departments: a 5-year 
retrospective study"  
2. Page 9 line 7: median LOS was reportedly 17.8 hours. This is 
extremely long compared to most western countries. Please add a 
comment to the introduction (possibly page 6 in the final paragraph) 
describing why LOS is so long. Are patients in the waiting room for 
16 hours prior to evaluation? Or are they somehow being evaluated 
by physicians during this whole time period?  
3. Page 9 line 12: An increased ED LOS of 1.62 hours seems 
significant to me, even if median patient stay is 17.8. Remove this 
comment.  
4. Page 11 line 18 to Page 12 line 9: The tone of this paragraph still 
requires revision. The text as written makes it sound as if you were 
reviewing imaging appropriateness one CT scan at a time. For 
instance, you write "some junior physicians tended to order more CT 
scans to compensate...". I understand that a reviewer suggested this 
comment, but the context needs to be correct. Change this sentence 
to say "It is possible that younger physicians, due to lack of clinical 
experience, order CT imaging more frequently." Revise the 
remainder of this paragraph to fit with this suggested style.  
5. Page 13 lines 1-13. This paragraph also needs revision. I agree 
with your points that there exist two basic scenarios: (1) CT overuse 
and (2) avoidance of admission due to CT use in ED. Please re-edit 
this paragraph with a native english speaker, as it tells a very 
important story but is not easily readable. Also, I would add that ED 
visit acuity has been steadily decreasing during your study period as 
seen in Table 1, so CT overuse (possibly due to inappropriate 
referrals or patient request for a scan) may be the more likely 
scenario.  
6. Table 1. How is ED LOS defined? (short versus long)  
7. Table 3. As reproduced, this table is not legible and I also don't 
find it to be essential to the paper. Consider removing this table 
altogether since similar information is available in Figure 1   

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name: Yunsong Yu  

Institution and Country: Sir Run Run Shaw Hospital, Zhejiang University school of medicine, China  

Competing Interests: None declared  

 

Thanks for the revision made by the authors and I think the article has been substantially improved.  

 

However, there are several minor points shroud be addressed as follows.  

1. As to whether the waiting time for the CT scan is the only effect under the request of CT orders? As 

the authors put in the authors responses to the comments and the revision, "We further calculated the 
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waiting time of ED CT, and found that our ED visits needed to wait for a median of 1.62 hours to 

obtain a CT scan. However, the median ED LOS for visits with ED CT utilization was 19.64 hours 

which was significantly longer than those without ED CT utilization (4.59 hours). That is, the time of 

waiting for a CT scan was not a major component of LOS for the ED visits with CT utilization." Other 

factors prolonged the ED LOS associated with the CT utilization for ED visitors should also be 

noticed. Such as the time waiting in the ED for the final reports, although the result is general required 

to be accessible within 30 mins. Moreover, some subsequently consultants on the demand or the 

push of the patients or family after the CT (especially with some minor or not critical findings) will also 

prolong the patients' length of stay in the emergency department.  

Response:  

According to reviewer’s comments, we will explain factors prolonged the ED LOS associated with the 

CT utilization for ED visitors. We will add the description in the revised manuscript.  

[Page5, Line13 – Line17, in revised MS]  

 

2. There are some errors in Table 3. Please carefully copyedit the manuscript.  

Response:  

According to reviewer’s comments, we will consider removing Table 3 since similar information is 

available in Figure 1.  

 

3. For the Figure 4. Given you are exploring the relationship between the percentages of ED visitors 

with CT utilization and whether they are admitted, to present the data of percentage of all ED visitors, 

not just visitors with CT, in the other column may be much appropriate.  

Response:  

According to reviewer’s comments, we will present the data of annual ED visits, numbers, percentage 

and subsequent hospital admission rate of all ED visitors in the redone Figure 3.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name: Carl Berdahl  

Institution and Country: Los Angeles County + University of Southern California Department of 

Emergency Medicine, USA  

Competing Interests: none declared  

 

The manuscript is substantially improved after this revision. The readability of the paper my main 

concern at this time, but I feel that with a rewritten version of a couple of paragraphs the manuscript 

will be publishable.  

 

Specific comments:  

1. The title is awkward as written. I suggest "Trends in computed tomography utilization in Taiwan's 

emergency departments: a 5-year retrospective study"  

Response:  

According to reviewer’s comments, we will change our title to "Trends of computed tomography 

utilization in an emergency department in Taiwan: a 5-year retrospective study".  

 

2. Page 9 line 7: median LOS was reportedly 17.8 hours. This is extremely long compared to most 

western countries. Please add a comment to the introduction (possibly page 6 in the final paragraph) 

describing why LOS is so long. Are patients in the waiting room for 16 hours prior to evaluation? Or 

are they somehow being evaluated by physicians during this whole time period?  

Response:  

Thanks for reviewer’s comments. The he ED length of stay (LOS) in Taiwan is longer than in most 

Western countries. The possible factors of prolonged ED LOS include the time waiting in the ED for 

the final reports and subsequent consultation at the request of patients or their family after the CT 

scan, especially in patients with minor or non-critical findings whose hospital admission was not 
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necessary. Because they must receive further observation in the emergency department, the ED LOS 

is prolonged. We will describe the paragraph in the revised manuscript.  

[Page6, Line13 – Line17, in revised MS]  

 

3. Page 9 line 12: An increased ED LOS of 1.62 hours seems significant to me, even if median patient 

stay is 17.8. Remove this comment.  

Response:  

According to reviewer’s comments, we will remove this description in the revised manuscript.  

[Page7, Line24 – Page8, Line3, in revised MS]  

 

4. Page 11 line 18 to Page 12 line 9: The tone of this paragraph still requires revision. The text as 

written makes it sound as if you were reviewing imaging appropriateness one CT scan at a time. For 

instance, you write "some junior physicians tended to order more CT scans to compensate...". I 

understand that a reviewer suggested this comment, but the context needs to be correct. Change this 

sentence to say "It is possible that younger physicians, due to lack of clinical experience, order CT 

imaging more frequently." Revise the remainder of this paragraph to fit with this suggested style.  

Response:  

According to reviewer’s comments, we will revise this paragraph in the revised manuscript.  

[Page9, Line23 – Page10, Line6, in revised MS]  

 

5. Page 13 lines 1-13. This paragraph also needs revision. I agree with your points that there exist 

two basic scenarios: (1) CT overuse and (2) Avoidance of admission due to CT use in ED. Please re-

edit this paragraph with a native English speaker, as it tells a very important story but is not easily 

readable. Also, I would add that ED visit acuity has been steadily decreasing during your study period 

as seen in Table 1, so CT overuse (possibly due to inappropriate referrals or patient request for a 

scan) may be the more likely scenario.  

Response:  

According to reviewer’s comments, we will re-edit this paragraph with a native English speaker.  

[Page10, Line19 – Page11, Line8, in revised MS]  

 

6. Table 1. How is ED LOS defined? (short versus long)  

Response:  

Thanks for reviewer’s comments. The definition of subsequent ward admission was an admission of 

an ED patient to the general ward or intensive care unit (ICU) via ED. The ED LOS was defined as an 

ED course from registration in the ED to discharge or subsequent admission. The ED length of stay 

(LOS) and cost were recorded for all visits. If the time of ED LOS was less than the median ED LOS 

(17.8 hours), it was classified as a short ED LOS. We will add the description in the revised 

manuscript.  

[Page6, Line19 – 23, in revised MS]  

 

7. Table 3. As reproduced, this table is not legible and I also don't find it to be essential to the paper. 

Consider removing this table altogether since similar information is available in Figure 1.  

Response:  

According to reviewer’s comments, we will remove Table 3. 
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